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Shape of 
the Day

Intro to the Publishing Cycle

Publishing choices: Choosing 
and assessing a journal, ways to 
make your work open access

Writing: Submitting your article, 
revising, and responding to peer 
review

Copyright: Using third-party 
content and retaining the rights 
to your work



Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateStep 1: Decide what you want to publish, and where�Step 2: Polish your draft (or write it, if you are producing an original paper).�Step 3: Submit �Step 4: Wait. �Step 5: Wait. �Step 6: Hurry up! Revise your draft based on the peer reviewer's feedback. �Step 7: Respond to the reviewer's feedback. �Step 8: Re-submit. �Step 9: Wait. �Step 10: Review your proofs (!) Failure: 2017 APA Journal Statistics indicate a 34-90% rejection rate�http://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/features/2017-statistics.pdfA CV of Failures: �https://www.princeton.edu/~joha/Johannes_Haushofer_CV_of_Failures.pdf



Publishing 
choices

Journal vs. conference

Importance, reputation, 
‘impact’

Open access

Timeliness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateJournal vs conference vs book etc / which journalScholarship as a conversation – where is conversation happening? Where best to insert your ideasDiscipline dependentExample: Computer science / applied sciences – Conference proceedings = gold standardHumanities = monographs Nature of findings = scoping review, systematic review – need to publish quickly because it’s commenting on literature as it currently stands Study with null results – where to publish this?Importance / reputation of journal etcEx. Impact metrics, reputability Open accessFunding requirements, keep author rightsSpeed / rejectionDepends on journal; can take a couple of years – is research time-sensitive, current events? Maybe better suited to blog, SM. Where do you think you can actually get published? Stringent review process can take time with high-levels of rejection.Venues specific to graduate work – department journals, ask new faculty where they published for the first time



Journal Impact

Ranks a journal’s relative importance/significance/impact

Journal Citation Reports (JCR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateJournal impact factors have traditionally been one metric considered in evaluating the relative impact of scholarship, particularly by tenure and promotion committees.  IF tends to be used more heavily in some disciplines, such as the sciences, where journal publications are more heavily weighted. Additional approaches to evaluating impact are emerging, including systems for measuring engagement and readership after publication (altmetrics).  Other factors to consider in assessing importance of the publication venue is the reputation of the publisher.JCR: Provides the Impact Factors for over 10,000 selected journals – 8,000 in science & technology & 2,600 in social sciences- Demo how to find top Journals for Education & Educational Research – examine record for “REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH”

https://databases.lib.sfu.ca/record/61245146590003610


What are some potential problems 
with Journal Impact Factor?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate



Potential 
Problems 

with 
Journal 
Impact 
Factors

Is journal impact factor really 
an indicator of article quality?

What is included vs. what is 
excluded?

Are all journals created equal?

Can the ranking system be 
manipulated?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateNot infallible measures of journal quality?Is impact factor really an indicator of individual article quality?:  Measures the citation rate of a journal as a whole but can’t really account for quality of any individual paper published within itWhy might a good-quality article have low citation counts? Why might a low-quality article have high citation counts?What is included vs. excluded: covers 10,000+ journals but still not everything out there).  Includes journals from over 80 countries but coverage of non-English language titles and publications from less-developed countries and regions may be spottyAre all journals created equal?  Specialist & practitioner journals? Those publications targeted to narrower audiences will always have lower impact factors … but does that mean they are not high-quality.  Journals that include review articles will always have higher impact factors as these tend to be very frequently cited publications.Can the ranking system be manipulated? There are cases where this has happened – a report actually says that 20% of researchers have been pressured by journal editors to modify their articles in ways that manipulate the reputation of the journal.  If they cite more articles from that journal in their article it will boost the journal’s impact factor…  It’s likely that the long-standing #1 journal, CA-A Cancer Journal for Clinicians, has a couple of REALLY highly cited articles that throw off the metric.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paywall: The movie https://paywallthemovie.com/Min 29+

https://paywallthemovie.com/


Directory of Open Access Journals
Statement on Journal 

Impact Factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate“DOAJ does not believe in the value of impact factors, does not condone their use on journal web sites, does not recognise partial impact factors, and advocates any official, alternative measure of use, such as article level metrics.There is only one official, universally recognised impact factor that is generated by Thomson Reuters; it is a proprietary measure run by a profit-making organisation. This runs against the ethics and principles of open access and DOAJ is impact-factor agnostic. DOAJ does not collect metadata on impact factors. Displaying impact factors on a home page is strongly discouraged and DOAJ perceives this as an attempt to lure authors in a dishonest way.”

https://doaj.org/publishers#advice


What is 
open 

access?

Open Access publications 
are free for anyone with a 
connection to the open 
internet to “read, download, 
copy, distribute, [and] print.” 

Authors retain “control over 
the integrity of their work 
and the right to be properly 
acknowledged and cited.”

- From the Budapest Open Access 
Initiative (2002)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateI mentioned Open Access – what is Open Access?This is a quote from the Budapest Open Access Initiative that gives a quick definition.  READ.



Why Open Access?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate



Funder 
OA 

Policies

The harmonized Tri-
Agency policy requires 
that all peer-reviewed 
journal publications 
resulting from funding by 
the Tri-Agency (CIHR, 
NSERC, SSHRC) must be 
freely available online 
within 12 months of 
publication.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateMany funders now require the results of publicly funded research be made openly available.  In Canada, CIHR has had an open access policy in place since 2008 and as of May 2015 all research funded by the Tri-Councils in Canada must make the results of research openly available within 12 months of publication.  Currently the policy does not include data, but that will likely become a requirement in the coming years.   Note:  Recipients of graduate scholarships and fellowships are not required to adhere to the policy, although the Agencies encourage open access to all research publications.



SFU OA 
Policy

“As university authors at 
Simon Fraser University, we 
commit to share the products 
of our work with the broadest 
possible audience. To do so, 
we agree to archive and 
disseminate the scholarly 
articles we author by 
depositing these with the 
University.”

Deposit your work in Summit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateWhy OA Policy:SFU has supported OA activities for many years through its OA fund, Institutional repository, Summit, awareness and education efforts around author rights, copyright, publishing venues – OA Policy is a natural/logical next stepMoral Imperative  - Canada’s most engaged research university invites us to find ways of sharing the research output and creative work of the University with the wider community. Accessibility to those beyond the academy - The University is therefore committed to making accessible and preserving the products of research with the broadest possible community, including other scholars, practitioners, policy makers, and the public at large.Impact / Visibility for Researchers - Depositing these articles - showcasing this work to the world, increasing its impact, creating a collective archive of SFU’s research output, and making more visible the products of our work.For the purpose of the Open Access Policy at SFU, university authors include current faculty members, postdoctoral fellows, and students.Deposit finalized text to SFU’s Institutional Repository at time of publication via a brief online form outlining a few details about your submission, attach the document and the Library will deposit it in Summit on your behalf.   This policy complements the Tri-Agency Open Access Policy. SFU authors depositing their scholarly articles in SFU’s Institutional Repository, Summit, with an embargo period of 12 months or less will be fulfilling their obligations under the Tri-Agency OA Policy.SFU will grant a waiver of the Policy for any given article to any university author who requests and provides a rationale. The opt-out waiver only applies to SFU’s Open Access Policy.  Other funder or publisher requirements will still apply.



Step 1
Choose an open access or traditional subscription journal

Step 2
Self-archive your work in a repository such as Summit, SFU’s 

research repository

Subject to the same 
rigorous peer review as 

subscription-based 
academic journals.

All content free to read 
immediately. 

Usually allow you to 
self-archive your 
work in an open 
access repository 

(step 2) 

By self-archiving 
your work in 

Summit you are 
complying with 
the SFU Open 
Access Policy.

SFU Library can assist 
with archiving your work 

in Summit and 
confirming which 

version of your paper 
you can self-archive.

a) Open access journals (gold) b) Traditional subscription journals (green)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateThere are 2 shades of open access journals.Gold Open Access -these journals are freely accessible on the internet and any individual with an internet connection can access the content.  Rather than using a subscription based models, these journals uses other source of revenue to maintain costs associated with the journal.  The Gold OA category covers a diverse spectrum of publications, including everything from small journals publishing a handful of articles annually to big journals publishing hundreds of articles in the same time frame. Green Open Access – the lesser known path to making your work openly available.  Green open access is also referred to as a self-archiving policy by many publishers.  Journals may allow an author to post a version of an article to a website, research repository, or elsewhere.  Which version, where, and when are all details that will be will be spelled out in the publisher agreement you sign and can be negotiated.   More to come on your rights as an author ….



Creative 
Commons 
Licenses

What is a CC license?
Do you want your users to be able 
to:

Use your work as long as they 
give you credit?

Use your work as it is, but not 
make changes or derivatives?

Use your work as long as it’s 
not for commercial purposes 
or profit?

Use your work as long as they 
use the same CC license again?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateNot infallible measures of journal quality?Is impact factor really an indicator of individual article quality?:  Measures the citation rate of a journal as a whole but can’t really account for quality of any individual paper published within itWhy might a good-quality article have low citation counts? Why might a low-quality article have high citation counts?What is included vs. excluded: covers 10,000+ journals but still not everything out there).  Includes journals from over 80 countries but coverage of non-English language titles and publications from less-developed countries and regions may be spottyAre all journals created equal?  Specialist & practitioner journals? Those publications targeted to narrower audiences will always have lower impact factors … but does that mean they are not high-quality.  Journals that include review articles will always have higher impact factors as these tend to be very frequently cited publications.Can the ranking system be manipulated? There are cases where this has happened – a report actually says that 20% of researchers have been pressured by journal editors to modify their articles in ways that manipulate the reputation of the journal.  If they cite more articles from that journal in their article it will boost the journal’s impact factor…  It’s likely that the long-standing #1 journal, CA-A Cancer Journal for Clinicians, has a couple of REALLY highly cited articles that throw off the metric.

https://creativecommons.org/choose/


Creative Commons Licenses

JoKalliauer (2015). Creative Commons Licenses. Used under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Creative_Commons_Licenses.png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


SHERPA/RoMEO

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateSo how do you know what you can and can’t do with your own work according to the publisher who you may be working with.SHERPA-ROMEO  is one blunt instrument that you can use as a starting place for finding publishers’ copyright and self-archiving policies. Search for Advanced Energy MaterialsShow the different options that are available, copyright and self-archiving-wise, by the publishers.

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/


Finding a 
journal

1) Consider where related 
work is published (search 
in Web of Science; talk to 
people in your 
department)

2) Search in the Directory of 
Open Access Journals 
(DOAJ) 

3) Look up journal in Ulrich’s
to see where it is indexed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateBeyond the journals that you are familiar with, you might wish to look for other potential venues using some of the indexing tools available. Let’s look at DOAJ. The DOAJ indexes and provides access to quality open access, peer-reviewed journals. Let’s look for journals in the field of NEUROLOGY. [or another area, if one is suggested]. Show limiters on left side of the page and how they could be useful for narrowing results. Let’s look up the journal in Ulrich’s to see where it’s indexed. Explain what Ulrich’s is and what indexing is and why it’s important for find-ability. Also, mention that newer journals may not be included in Ulrich’s right away. 

https://databases.lib.sfu.ca/record/61245147420003610
https://databases.lib.sfu.ca/record/61245146690003610


How to 
assess a 
journal

• How can you tell if a 
journal is trusted and 
reputable?

• How can you tell if a 
journal is right for your 
work?

• SFU Library: How do I 
assess a publisher, journal, 
or conference?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateAsk how many of them receive (spam) messages to submit to a conferences, journals, publish their thesis, etc. What are predatory journals and how can you identify them? 

https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/choices#how-do-i-assess-a-publisher-journal-or-conference


http://thinkchecksubmit.org/

How to Assess a Journal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateYou need to be confident your chosen journal will have a suitable profile among your peers to enhance your reputation and your chance of gaining citations.Publishing in the right journal for your research will raise your professional profile, and help you progress in your career.Your paper should be indexed or archived and be easily discoverable.You should expect a professional publishing experience where your work is�reviewed and edited.Do you or your colleagues know the journal?�– Have you read any articles in the journal before?�– Is it easy to discover the latest papers in the journal?Can you easily identify and contact the publisher?�– Is the publisher name clearly displayed on the journal website?�– Can you contact the publisher by telephone, email, and post?Is the journal clear about the type of peer review it uses?Are articles indexed in services that you use?Is it clear what fees will be charged?�– Does the journal site explain what these fees are for and when they will be�charged?Do you recognize the editorial board?�– Have you heard of the editorial board members?�– Do the editorial board mention the journal on their own websites?Is the publisher a member of a recognized industry initiative?�– Do they belong to the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) ?�– If the journal is open access, is it listed in the Directory of Open Access�Journals (DOAJ) ?�– If the journal is open access, does the publisher belong to the Open Access�Scholarly Publishers’ Association (OASPA) ?�– Is the publisher a member of another trade association?

http://thinkchecksubmit.org/


Looking at 
the 

example 
CFP 

handout…

What do you notice about it?

How would you research the 
journal to assess the quality?

Would you submit your work 
to this journal?

Feel free to work in pairs or 
small groups!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateExample: Lambert Publishing https://www.lap-publishing.com/



Learn 
more 

about OA

Scholarly Publishing + Open 
Access website

Radical Access Blog

Open Access Week at SFU

Paywall: The Business of 
Scholarship movie

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateExample: Lambert Publishing https://www.lap-publishing.com/

https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/radical-access-blog
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/open-access/open-access-week
https://paywallthemovie.com/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLC



Preparing 
your 

paper

What do you expect from a journal?

What does a journal expect from you?

Does the journal tend to favour a 
particular writing style?

What style guidelines do they 
request?

Anonymizing, formatting, editing.

Let go.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLC-You’ve picked your journal: how can you ensure you get in?-Expert journal? General audience?-Style guidelines?-Follow the author guidelines to the letter.



Submit

Get ready to wait

Have you had 
positive or negative 
experiences with 
submissions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Submission details for each journal are different and you want to expedite the process by avoiding gaffs in formatting, citation style, length, etc. etc. Get ready to wait…Can usually only submit an article to one journal at a time.Waiting time can be working time – Do you have another project you can be working on?Some academics have a model of keeping 3 projects on the go at different stages, so there is always something they are actively working on while they wait.



Revise and 
respond: 
Tips for 

responding 
to peer 

reviewers

Take time to reflect

Practice gratitude

Write your 
reviewers a letter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLCPeer-reviewers’ comments are intended to help you improve your work.Revise your work or respond to the comment with more information.Obligation to respond to comments, but not necessarily to make all suggested changes.Be prepared to explain any instances where you choose not to revise according to the reviewer’s comments.Note: sometimes it is impossible to actually satisfy your peer reviewers because they give you conflicting feedback.Take time to reflect: Ask yourself "what is the reviewer saying?" "where are the reviewer's comments coming from?" Practice gratitude: Tell yourself "I am grateful for the opportunity to gain a different perspective on my work“Write your reviewers a letter: Explain yourself (the changes you have made, the changes you have chosen not to make, and your rationale for these choices)



Re-submit 
and 

review 
your 

proofs

Re-submit, receive 
additional feedback 
and revise, OR wait for 
acceptance

Upon acceptance…

Review the proofs 
carefully, including 
formula, stats, and data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLCAfter you re-submit, you may receive another round of feedback, or you may simply wait. Here, again, you can contact the editor for information (but beware being a pest!) �Once your article has been accepted for publication, you will be sent proofs to review. It can be tempting at this point to simply "be done." However, please carefully review your proofs! This is how your article will appear in print and you are responsible for making sure it is how you want it.Formula, stats, any kind of data – double check – potential ethical issues if these are inaccurate



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



What is copyright?
Rights include
• copy
• perform in public
• publish
• translate
• adapt to another format
• record a literary, dramatic or musical work
• broadcast
• exhibit an artwork
• authorize others to do these things

Effective immediately and automatically

Term (in Canada): “Life plus 50”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



Users’ 
rights in 

the 
Copyright 

Act

Fair dealing (s 29) lets anyone use 
works for the purpose of research, 
education, private study, parody, 
satire, criticism, review, or news 
reporting, without permission, 
provided the use is fair.

Educational institution provisions 
(s 29.4) let instructors use many 
materials found online for 
teaching, without permission.



Rights before publication

Your 
paper

Supervisor

Co-author(s)

RAs, lab 
assistants, 

staff, 
students

Cited sources

Figures, 
images

Thesis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



Rights before publication

Your 
paper

Supervisor

Co-author(s)

RAs, lab 
assistants, 

staff, 
students

Cited sources

Figures, 
images

Thesis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



Retraction Watch
retractionwatch.com

Former postdoc suing lab head for 
publishing paper he says he wrote, 
without his name
April 30, 2015

A pharmaceutical researcher is suing his postdoctoral advisor and 
former business partner, accusing him of publishing a paper in PLoS
Biology that they wrote together, and removing him as an author.

https://retractionwatch.com/


Third-party content

Publishers will require permission from copyright owners

Consider:
• Openly licensed material (e.g. Creative Commons)
• Data and facts
• Creating your own figure, image
• Linking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



Rights after publication

Your 
article

Publishing 
agreement

Copyright 
Act License

Permission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



“Contributor transfers and assigns to SAGE for the full term 
of copyright and any extensions and renewals thereof, all 
right, title, and interest in copyright, and all of the rights 
comprised therein and all remedies afforded by law, 
throughout the world… in and to the Contribution and any 
revisions thereof prepared and submitted by Contributor, 
including without limitation the right to register copyright 
in the Contribution in SAGE’s name and the exclusive right 
to reproduce, publish, republish, prepare all foreign 
language translations and other derivative works, 
distribute, sell, license, transfer, transmit, and publicly 
display copies of, and otherwise use the Contribution, in 
whole or in part, alone or in compilations, in all formats 
and media and by any method, now known or later 
conceived or developed; and the exclusive right to license 
or otherwise authorize others to do all of the foregoing, 
and the right to assign and transfer the rights granted 
hereunder. To the extent that any right now or in the 
future existing under copyright is not specifically granted 
to SAGE by the terms of this Agreement, such right shall be 
deemed to have been granted hereunder.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



The copyright to this article, including any graphic elements therein (e.g. 
illustrations, charts, moving images), is hereby assigned… to Springer effective if 
and when the article is accepted for publication…. Author warrants (i) that 
he/she is the sole owner or has been authorized by any additional copyright 
owner to assign the right, (ii) that the article does not infringe any third party 
rights and no license from or payments to a third party is required to publish the 
article, (iii) that the article has not been previously published or licensed and (iv) 
that in case the article contains excerpts from other copyrighted works… Author 
obtained written permissions to the extent necessary from the copyright holder 
thereof and cited the sources of the excerpts correctly.
The copyright assignment includes without limitation the exclusive, assignable 
and sublicensable right, unlimited in time and territory, to reproduce, publish, 
distribute, transmit, make available and store the article, including abstracts 
thereof, in all forms and media of expression now known or developed in the 
future, including pre- and reprints, translations, photographic reproductions and 
microform. Springer may use the article in whole or in part in electronic form…. 
This includes interactive and multimedia use as well as posting the article in full 
or in part or its abstract on social media accounts closely related to the Journal, 
and the right to alter the article to the extent necessary for such use.
Authors may self-archive the Author’s accepted manuscript of their articles on 
their own websites. Authors may also deposit this version of the article in any 
repository, provided it is only made publicly available 12 months after official 
publication or later. He/she may not use the publisher’s version (the final 
article), which is posted on SpringerLink and other Springer websites, for the 
purpose of self-archiving or deposit. Furthermore, the Author may only post 
his/her version provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of 
publication and a link is inserted to the published article on Springer’s website.

Ownership of copyright in this 
article is given to Springer

The author guarantees they 
haven’t infringed anyone’s 

rights, and have permission to 
include content if needed

…the exclusive, assignable and 
sublicensable right…

…to reproduce, publish, 
distribute, transmit, make 

available and store the article, 
including electronically

Author may self-archive the 
postprint on their own 

website, and in a repository 
after 12 months, with a link to 

the published article

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jen



nature
International journal of science
nature.com

Major publishers sue 
ResearchGate over copyright 
infringement
October 5, 2018

Elsevier and the American Chemical Society say that the 
academic-networking website violates US copyright law

https://www.nature.com/


Open Access agreements
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Authors who publish with this journal agree to 
the following terms:
3. The Author shall grant to the Publisher and 

its agents the nonexclusive perpetual right 
and license to publish, archive, and make 
accessible the Work in whole or in part in all 
forms of media now or hereafter known 
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
License or its equivalent….

License of publishing rights
I hereby grant the Copyright Owner (hereinafter 
the “Journal”) an exclusive publishing and 
distribution license in the manuscript identified 
above and any tables, illustrations or other 
information submitted for publication as part of 
the manuscript (the “Article”) in all forms and 
media (whether now known or hereafter 
developed), throughout the world, in all 
languages, for the full term of copyright, effective 
when the Article is accepted for publication.

User Rights
CC BY-NC-SA
The publisher will apply the Creative Commons 
Attribution-Noncommercial-ShareAlike Works 4.0 
International License (CC BY-NC-SA) to the Article 
where it publishes the Article in the journal on its 
online platforms on an Open Access basis.



Notwithstanding any terms in the Publication Agreement 
to the contrary, AUTHOR and PUBLISHER agree as follows:
1. Author’s Retention of Rights. In addition to any rights 
under copyright retained by Author in the Publication 
Agreement, Author retains the right to (i) reproduce the 
Work in any material form for non-commercial purposes… 
so long as Author receives credit as the author and the 
journal or book in which the Work has been published is 
cited as the source of first publication of the Work.



The 
contract 

RUNS the 
relationship

Read everything

Understand what it means

Negotiate for what you 
want

Save a copy of your signed 
agreement

(Schofield and Walker, 2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schofield, B.L., and Walker, R.K. (Eds.). (2018). Understanding and Negotiating Book Publication Contracts. Berkeley, CA: Authors Alliance. Licensed CC BY 4.0. Available at https://www.authorsalliance.org/resources/publication-contracts/. 



ORCID



Questions?

• Open Access and evaluating publishing 
choices
– lib.sfu.ca/oa
– digital-scholarship@sfu.ca

• Copyright and publishing agreements
– copyright.sfu.ca
– copy@sfu.ca

• Writing workshops, consultations and 
feedback
– https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branch

es-depts/rc/services/writing-services

mailto:digital-scholarship@sfu.ca
mailto:copy@sfu.ca
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branches-depts/rc/services/writing-services


Other Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity – Kelly’s Feedback Form



Resources
SFU Copyright Office: copyright.sfu.ca | copy@sfu.ca
Creative Commons: creativecommons.org
Scholarly Publishing and Open Access: http://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing and 
Radical Access Blog: https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/radical-access-blog
SFU Open Access Policy: lib.sfu.ca/oap
CARL Information for Authors (including author addendum): http://www.carl-abrc.ca/advancing-
research/scholarly-communication/info-for-authors/
Summit (SFU’s Institutional Repository): summit.sfu.ca
Introduction to Scholarly Publishing at SFU – Canvas Course: https://canvas.sfu.ca/courses/37907
SlideShare: Strategies to navigate the peer-review process: 
https://www.slideshare.net/enago/strategies-to-navigate-peer-review
Open Access Week at SFU: https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/open-access/open-
access-week
Paywall: The Business of Scholarship movie: https://paywallthemovie.com/
Schofield, B.L., and Walker, R.K. (Eds.). (2018). Understanding and Negotiating Book Publication 
Contracts. Berkeley, CA: Authors Alliance. Licensed CC BY 4.0. Available at 
https://www.authorsalliance.org/resources/publication-contracts/. 

http://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/academic-integrity/copyright
mailto:copy@sfu.ca
https://creativecommons.org/
http://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/radical-access-blog
http://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/open-access-policy
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/advancing-research/scholarly-communication/info-for-authors/
http://summit.sfu.ca/
https://canvas.sfu.ca/courses/37907
https://www.slideshare.net/enago/strategies-to-navigate-peer-review
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing/open-access/open-access-week
https://paywallthemovie.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.authorsalliance.org/resources/publication-contracts/


Please attribute Simon Fraser University Library 
with a link to www.lib.sfu.ca/help/publish/scholarly-publishing

Except where otherwise noted, this work is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International 

License

The Tyranny! by Whin.Mob.Apps90, CC BY 
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